Navigating the Pandemic with Love and Inner Peace
Image going through this pandemic with a sense of love and inner peace. Imagine being
filled with joy instead of anxiety, confidence instead of trepidation about what the future
might hold or knowing that you are healthy and whole instead of fearing contracting a
virus. Who would have thought that during this pandemic that a new, uplifted personal
paradigm could be created? Quantum Sound Therapy.
For nearly a decade and a half, I have been working with Quantum Sound Therapy
as an end user. This transformative company has created a variety of scalar wave energy
tools, called iQubes, that emit a multitude of frequencies designed to create a 24×7 zeropoint field in any environment.
Products include the Quantum OM Pocket Portable Brain Training, The Quantum
Miracle IQube, the Focus IQube (I own all three) the Quantum Tesla IQube. Each
devices includes both an AM and a PM soundtrack designed to clear your environment
and naturally align you with the specific needs. These frequencies are delivered by using
inert noble gases and wave form soundtracks to deliver the frequencies.
Quantum Sound Therapy frequencies assist to balance and create total relaxation,
awaken organs and glands, provide clearing and protection from extraneous emotional
energies, EMF’s, the discordant or incoherent energy of all kinds. It includes a
grounding and a heart opening frequency that acts to attract what you need in your life,
to mention a few. You can visit their website to learn more about each IQube and the
frequencies they emit.
Quantum Sound Therapy continues to develop new frequencies to assist our modern
world. They have recently released a new frequency call the Corona Virus Immunity
Protection Soundtrack which can be played on your computer if you do not own an
IQube. Please understand that no medical claims are expressed or implied. These
technologies are intended for experimental and research purposes only; however, after
using them myself, I can attest to the positive impact they have had on me, my family
and clients.
To say that Quantum Sound Therapy is cutting edge does not begin to describe them,
but don’t take my word for it, check them out for yourself at
quantumsoundtherapy.com. To order use
Quantumsoundtherapy.com/innerpeace2020.
Please feel free to call SpiritWay Wellness at 970-763-5689. I will be happy to discuss
them with you. May you see this pandemic time to drop into the truth of who you truly
are.

